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ABSTRACT

Information Systems in large organizations are seldom built from scratch. They have to be built taking into account different existing aspects like customers, organization’s business, and its current Information Technology (IT) infrastructure, among others. IT architects are the professionals who take all these aspects into account when designing an information system. Despite their importance, the work of these professionals is barely understood. This research aims to fill this gap by describing a qualitative study we conducted with IT architects. We use semi-structured interviews for data collection and analyzed our data using grounded theory methods. Our results suggest that there are different IT architect roles in every company and that the activities performed by them are highly interconnected and these interconnections are fundamental for the information diffusion and collaboration in projects.
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INTRODUCTION

In large-scale companies, software is seldom built from the scratch; instead, it is embedded in a large ecosystem that includes other information technology (IT) systems, organizational standards to be followed, businesses goals it needs to achieve, among other factors. There are many aspects that need to be considered during software development, some of them are even conflicting. IT architects are the professionals who take all these aspects into account when designing a new information system (IS). While requirements analysts are responsible for understanding and eliciting clients'/users’ desires and software developers are responsible for the development of a particular software system, the IT architects are the professionals in between these two groups, who take all the aforementioned aspects and the work from analysts and developers into account when designing an IT system. IT architects define the components that make up the information system of the entire organization, instead of the components of a single information system. They establish how acquired products and systems developed in-house are going to be integrated to compose the overall information system of the organization [7]. Despite their importance, there are just a few studies that consider the work of IT architects [12] and associations that seek to better develop the study of IT architectures and the career of the IT architects (e.g., [1] and [2]). Their work has not been sufficiently explored in empirical studies either, with the exception of the work of software architects described in [3][4][15].

This paper goes a step further previous research by describing a qualitative study conducted with IT architects. This research aimed to understand how IT architects deal with all the several aspects that influence their daily work in order to properly design tools that support their activities. We used semi-structured interviews [16] for data collection and grounded theory methods [5] for data analysis. We conducted 27 interviews with 22 interviewees from 9 different companies. Consistent with results from the literature, our results suggest that there are 3 different types of IT architects who perform similar roles in the organizational ecosystem at different “points” in the organization. Moreover, those architects work as “bridges” between customers and software developers, translating organizational constraints and business requirements into technical aspects that, ultimately, can be implemented by these developers. This means that their activities are highly interconnected.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next section presents background information about the different IT architects types. The following two sections describe the setting of the study and the research methods used respectively.
Then, the next section presents our findings, which is followed by a discussion. Finally, the last section presents our conclusions and suggestions for future work.

**IT ARCHITECT ROLES**

IASA [6] defines IT architecture as “the art or science of designing and delivering valuable technology strategies”. This definition emphasizes that IT architecture is not focused in delivering solutions or projects in a particular timeframe. Instead, it defines the components that make up the overall information system of an organization in order to meet business needs [7]. The role responsible for developing the IT architecture is the IT architect, who defines strategies to solve customer’s business problems or needs through the application of information technology [8].

There are many different aspects that an IT architect needs to be able to handle. Some authors [9][10][11] argue that this role is considered “ambiguous and murky” because it interacts with many different types of stakeholders and each stakeholder expects the architect to work in a different way. In order to reduce this ambiguity many companies establish different types of architects, that are also called IT architects roles [11]. In this sense, IASA and The Open Group suggest different disciplines or specializations of IT architecture [6][8]. The idea is simple: every IT architect should have the same basic knowledge and then acquire a higher level of proficiency in one IT architecture discipline or specialization. Examples will be presented below.

Akenine investigated several companies and mapped the many architect roles he found to the artifacts these architects produce. Based on this mapping, Akenine suggests four different architect roles. In this paper, we will use the roles definition described in [9] as follows:

- **Enterprise architect**: this architect works to support the organization’s business strategy with IT solutions and information. (s)He is responsible for the overall organization IT strategy and ensures that the IT architecture is cost effective. This architect must possess a deep knowledge in business, IT, enterprise architecture, business modeling, governance, project management and economy, as well as leadership and negotiation skills;

- **Business architect**: this architect focuses on the organizational business needs and understands in details how the organization works. (s)He has deep knowledge of the business, process modeling and requirements analysis. Although (s)he has an organizational focus, (s)he is also active in ongoing projects, working to ensure that projects deliver benefits to the organization’s business [9];

- **Solution architect**: this architect focuses on the ongoing projects and works designing IT solutions based on requirements from the organization business. They are responsible for balancing functional and non-functional requirements, defining priorities and trade-offs. Their goal is the success of the *current* project. They have broad and general technical knowledge, and competencies in infrastructure, data models, service orientation, and enterprise architecture [9]; and

- **Software architect**: this architect also focuses on the ongoing project. While solutions architects have a wider focus in policies, regulations, and reuse of existing assets, software architects have a deeper knowledge in technology. Software architects must have deep knowledge in programming languages, frameworks, standards and technical modeling [9].

**SETTINGS**

Our research aims to understand how software development organizations develop their IT architecture activities, focusing in the roles that perform them. In order to address such an open question, we adopted a qualitative approach. Thus, we visited 8 different IT organizations (briefly described in Table 1) where we conducted interviews with professional architects and other related roles.

**METHODS**

Our research was conducted as a qualitative study. We used semistructured interviews [16] for data collection and grounded theory [5] methods for data analysis. Our initial research question focused on understanding how the researched organizations perform their IT architectural activities. To try to answer this question we interviewed employees who worked on IT architecture activities. Our focus was on architects, but we also interviewed other roles in order to acquire a broader knowledge of the IT activities. This allowed us to gather information about activities that were performed by roles not directly labeled as architects, as discussed later.
We conducted 4 iterations of data collection, always intertwined with data analysis. Based on the results of each data analysis iteration, we planned and conducted the next data collection iteration. In total, we conducted 27 interviews with 22 different informants. Interviews lasted from 23 minutes to 1 hour and 27 minutes. Overall, we have 19 hours of interviews.

During our data analysis, we noticed one recurrent aspect: the presence of different roles participating in the architecture activities and the frequent interaction among them. We then researched in the literature and found the IASA study described in the previous section. Then, we established a parallel between IASA’s roles and our own research, once we realized that we could find similar architectural roles in every researched company. More than that: we identified a recurrent relationship of these architectural roles with aspects of information diffusion, communication and coordination during the IT development process. The studied companies not only have different architecture roles, but they are organized in a way that supports the development of the information systems these companies create. These architecture roles play an important function by “translating” requirements from the organization and from the customers into aspects that can be implemented by software developers.

FINDINGS

The Architecture Roles in Practice

IASA suggests a division of the IT architecture activities among different architecture roles [8][9]. Our results, aligned with this approach, suggest that some of the observed organizations have different roles formally defined and institutionalized, while in others organizations these roles are informal. Furthermore, in some organizations these roles are not called architects, despite performing architecture-related activities. Figure 1 presents this division in roles. Each architect role receives information from different stakeholders, performs his/her own work using the available information and then passes different information along to the next architect.

In our study we did not identified IASA business architects in the studied organizations. We found that when companies have an enterprise architect, (s)he also performs business architecture activities. When enterprise architects are not present, solutions architects perform business architecture activities, in addition to their own activities.

Figure 1 represents a generic structure. We noticed a common aspect in all studied companies; there are always actors performing solutions and software architects activities. More interestingly, each organization “adapts” this model to its reality. Despite the adaptation, we observed that the way companies organize the roles can be classified in 3 different groups according to roles definition, namely: “defined roles”, “partially defined roles”, and “non defined roles”. Each group is summarized in Table 2, which presents how each company maps these IASA roles into their own roles. For example, in Company E, in the “defined roles” group (column 1), the role equivalent to IASA enterprise architect (column 3) is called Functional Responsible (column 4). Companies B and H do not appear in Table 2 because we could not get as much information as we would like from them: we, initially conducted only one interview in each company, but could not gather additional data due to commitments from our interviewees.
Table 2. Mapping from architect roles to the roles adopted in the studied organizations

In the “Defined roles” group there are well-defined roles for the enterprise, solution and software architects, who perform activities similar to these three IASA architect roles. Moreover, it is also possible to identify some typical activities of an IASA business architect among the activities that the enterprise architect performs. The two companies in this group are both multinational organizations that work with Distributed Software Development (DSD).

In the “Partially defined roles” group (Companies C, D and I), the solution architect role is defined by the organization, but they receive different names in different organizations, although perform similar activities, especially those related to the overall solution architecture definition. In this group, it is also possible to identify some activities from IASA enterprise
architect, but with no role dedicated to it: the actor playing the solution architect role is the same actor who performs the enterprise architecture activities, in addition to solution architecture’s activities.

The “Non defined roles” group comprises Companies G and F. In this group we did not identify organizational architecture activities clearly differentiated among the architect roles. Solutions and software architecture activities are well identified, but they are interchangeable among the roles: they are not performed by a defined role in every project. The person (or more than one person) in the architecture team who better understands the project solution architecture takes this job. The others automatically perform software architect activities. Another characteristic of this group is that the architects have few, if any, contact with customers. Instead, the analysts are responsible for this activity. So, if architects need to discuss something about requirements, they have to talk to the analysts.

Companies F and G have some similarities between them. They call themselves software factories and have just one customer: Company F is the IT division of a credit card solutions organization, while Company G is a regional branch of a state-run organization created to support a very large local customer. Both of them usually work in one project at time. Their architecture team is composed of four architects simply called software architects. So in each project, there is one architect who creates and works on the overall architectural solution, working as a solution architect, while the others assume the software architecture activities, working closer to developers and developing critical components. According to our informants, this arrangement emerged during their daily activities.

The Interdependencies among Architect Roles and other Stakeholders

The Influence of Stakeholders and the Context in the work of IT Architects

The division in architecture roles represents a way not only to distribute the technical activities related to IT architecture among different roles, but also to distribute the communication activities related to these technical aspects. Each architect interacts mainly with a specific group of stakeholders (Figure 1), as Interviewee 1 from Company A summarizes in the following quote:

“What changes is the stakeholders’ ‘level’ with who each interacts. The enterprise architect talks more with CIOs and CEOs. The solution architect will talk with an architect from the other side [company] or with directors from the other side. And the technical architect interacts more with [software] developers. (…) And they communicate among each other”. – Interviewee 1, Company A.

This quote illustrates that each architect role is influenced by different groups of stakeholders. This benefits the organization because, once an IT architect role interacts with a smaller group of stakeholders, (s)he can better address their interests in architecture (s)he is developing.

Besides the influence of different stakeholders, the “context” in which new products are being built is also something that IT architects need to consider in their daily work. For example, Interviewee 8, who works as an enterprise architect, describes how this “context” influences his work when argues that his role is more necessary in the beginning of projects:

“He has more time to study new technologies, and to know Company E’s structure, to know other products (…) and he talks much more to make proposals, to perform analysis (…). He is not there to define the interaction with external products from the company, he is there to thoroughly detail what needs to be done in the project: ‘we are going to use this component’, ‘there is already a free software product that makes this feature, we just need to adapt it or extend it’, etc.” – Interviewee 8, Company E.

The same influence of the “context” is observed in the software architect role of Company C. This role is responsible to propose the overall solution, but (s)he do not worry about specifications or diagrams: this is the responsibility of the designer, who works closely to developers and focuses in more low-level architecture aspects. The following quote also presents some characteristics of IASA enterprise architect, namely investment and commercial relationships.

“The [solution] architect has a more separated function: he gets the overall project idea, what the project is going to be. He defines that, he understands which level of investment is going to be made in the project, and it does not depend on the analyst, it depends of the commercial relation. We receive some information by the time the contract is made: this customer is adopting Microsoft as platform, and they are already buying this and that, and they are already setting up an environment... Meaning that we already know some information and the analyst did not start to work yet, but we already know. So it is more with that information that we work. So, this person designs, based on all these ideas, how the system concept is going to be and plans what I said: a concept view, then a logic view and so on. He
does not hold himself in development. He defines how the pieces of the puzzles are going to be connected, which is the more suitable product for each situation.” – Interviewee 4, Company C.

These quotes exemplify that IT architecture activities are not exclusively related to technical issues, they are influenced by the “context” and by the stakeholders who interact with each IT architect role.

Architect Roles and their Interdependencies

In addition to interacting with specific stakeholders, IT architects interact among themselves. Their activities are interconnected; they depend on each other’s work in different ways. They receive information from different groups of stakeholders, perform their own work using this and additional information they seek, and then pass a different type of information along to the next architect. For instance, enterprise architects develop the architectural principles [9] that are going to guide all projects in the organization. In order to do that, they interact with stakeholders (e.g., the CEO and CIO) receiving information necessary for their activity. These architectural principles are important to solution architects, because they need to follow them to produce the architecture of each specific project. In other words, solution architects need to consider and obey these principles to produce an architecture in conformance with the organization’s architectural principles. This is exemplified in the following quote:

“This person [enterprise architect] talks about requirements, but in an open way, nothing really defined. The requirements are like ‘I think we need to increase product scalability’ and (s)he does not say what in scalability we are going to increase, or how we are going to do it (…). But (s)he elaborates [the requirements] together with the customers (…) and (s)he says ‘It is important to have a greater scalability’ and then the people ‘below’ him/her [the solution and software architects] can understand what we are going to increase [an activity from the solution architects] and how we are going to do it, which is the technical architect [i.e., the IASA software architect] part, where I work. So, this is the difference: the enterprise architect works at the higher level and (s)he looks basically to how the industry is, and with that (s)he is going to propose and seek solutions, pointing directions… So (s)he sees market tendencies and says ‘everybody today is working with VMWare; virtualization is important, so we must increase virtualization support’, then the person here [the solution architect] is going to say ‘yes, this is true, there is a large amount of clients that demand it’ and we go in this direction. Then, the other person [the software architect] refines the focus. This is the division according to the scope: the enterprise architect is broader and less specific, while the technical architect [the IASA software architect] is the lower level and is focused in the specific product; (s)he is going to see how this product attend the directions that the higher level person [the enterprise architect] points. (…) It must exist an alignment between these two dimensions (…)’.” – Interviewee 1, Company A.

Meanwhile, the solution architect designs the overall solution and then, this is divided in order to be developed. Each “part” of the architecture is refined by one software architect that works closely aligned with software developers. The quote below illustrates how the solution architect influences software architect’s work:

“He [the solution architect] is not going to model a system, he is a person who wants to know where it came from, where it goes, where it fits in the world, why my customer is or is not going to use it, which are the high level use cases. He is hanging out with the customers, saying where the possibilities are, and he just says to us ‘this is what needs to be done’.” – Interviewee 1, Company A.

These interdependencies among the different architect roles show that, although they divide their activities, they still have to interact and collaborate with each other. Their work is divided, but not detached. In fact, the information flows across the different organization teams and stakeholders: each architect addresses the interests of some groups of stakeholders, perform his/her work and pass the (modified) information along to the other architect. In the end, the final product addresses the interests of all stakeholders groups.

Architect Roles and Collaboration

In addition to having to manage the dependencies between their artifacts, it is also important to highlight that the different architects work closely together. That is to say that the description of the work performed by the different architect roles does not represent a waterfall model, a hierarchy; but instead, different architect roles collaborate along the project. This situation is clearly illustrated in the following quote:

“In a solution developed to a [external] customer, the enterprise architect will be involved. As we [technical architects] are closer to the development team, we are responsible for developing products that have a lifetime. So, since this lifeline was created, there is a parallelism among the 3 architects [enterprise, solution and technical], because there is someone looking for marketing tendencies, there is another one taking care of the portfolio of that specific situation,
and a third one that is worried about developing everything accorded with the “superior” architect [the enterprise architect]. So, there is a parallelism [in the tasks], but the three [architects] are working together and have contact points” – Interviewee 1, Company A.

So, despite the fact that each architect role has his/her specific activities, these activities are interdependent [18].

DISCUSSION

Grinter [4] performed a study where she argues that software architects act as boundary spanners to help create and maintain the common knowledge every development project needs. Boundary Spanners are social actors who interact with many kinds of stakeholders and, through these interactions spread knowledge and information about the project, helping its coordination [4][17]. Our research extends her work by considering the overall IT context. In this scenario, every IT architect needs to work as a boundary spanner. In fact, the different architect roles we identified work collaboratively to perform their tasks. As previously discussed, once architecture activities are divided, the associated interactions are divided too. Each role interacts with different groups of stakeholder and among themselves. Through these interactions, they help in the coordination of the project and the diffusion of knowledge, working as a group of boundary spanners.

This is also related to the research conducted by Unphon and Diitrich [15], where they identified that usually the architecture exists implicitly in discussions during the development; there is no huge effort in architecture documentation in the companies they studied. They report that the architect acts as a “walking architecture”: (s)he communicates the architecture to developers and, in turn, communicate problems to the right stakeholders [15]. In short, software architecture practices emphasize communication rather than documentation. Our research extends their work, since in every company we studied we noticed this preference for communication rather than documentation not only to software architecture issues, but to IT architecture in general. Companies have several “walking architectures”, instead of a single one.

In this context, our research extends existing literature and highlights the importance of the architect to the collaboration. More than that: all architects roles should act as boundary spanners, once they interact with many different types of stakeholders. Architect roles are fundamental for collaboration: they interact with different stakeholders and interact among themselves, translating and transforming information in this process. Thereby, they can guide the collaboration flow in the project.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we report from a study conducted with IT architects aiming to understand their work in practice. We noticed that the studied organizations divide the IT architecture activities among different architect roles. These roles act as boundary spanners in the organization, each one dealing with specific set of stakeholders and providing information for another role, i.e., facilitating information diffusion in the organization. Our research highlights the importance of the interconnections among architect roles. Furthermore, any approach aiming to support architecture activities needs to provide support for the interconnections and collaborations among the different architect roles.

In our future work we hope to better understand how these different architect roles coordinate their work and based on that we plan to suggest computational mechanisms (tools) to better support the cooperation and collaboration among them.
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